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Who Can Benefit 
from EDGE

The short answer is every 
business, but specifically:

• Accounting: AP & AR
• Human Resources
• Sales and Marketing
• Customer Service
• Inventory and Logistics
• Project Management
• Multinational companies 
• Businesses with multiple 

offices and centralized 
management

Twitter  Accounts Payable Manager
We are excited and thrilled to have Edge Dock as part 
of our document imaging platform here in the Accounts 

Payable Dept at Twitter. It has literally saved time, 
money, and resources for us already. The product is easy 

to navigate, and pulling up documents right on your screen 
could not be easier. We have used the product for several audit 

inquiries already, and has paid off dividends thus far. The customer service for 
this product is also second to none. They set us up with all of our 2011 
documents in a week. Absolutely amazing.  I highly recommend this product 
for any company that is looking for a document retrieval/imaging platform.

      Dialog                                 
Accounts Payable Manager
Since we have started using Accu-image we 

have 680 customers that are currently setup to receive their invoices in PDF 
format. This helps our customers because they receive their invoices much 
faster than when they receive them via the postal service. This has helped our 
receivables since the customers are receiving the invoices faster they also pay  
the invoices faster. This is a cost savings to us because we do not have to pay 
postal, printing and packaging fees.

West Marine             
Accounts Payable Manager  

The day EDGEline came into my life everything changed. We were able to 
reduce staffing by half just because we are no longer routing invoices for 
approval. And, with the automated routing process we no longer have to worry 
about an invoice getting lost on an associateʼs desk. This has reduced vendor 
calls for past due invoices. 

With everything in one location we no longer have to go through boxes and 
files for copies. Enter the invoice number and there it is; just print or email. 
Best of all, this process is SOX compliant. 

Kern EDGE Electronic Document 
Gateway for the Enterprise www.kerncan.com/edge 

Hereʼs What Kern and Accu-Imageʼs 
Customers Have to say . . . 

EDGE Services
Accu-Image and Kern have 
partnered to provide complete 
document imaging services.

Document scanning can be done 
at our facility or yours.  You also 
can scan in your own documents, 
but our customers have realized 
significant cost savings from 
outsourcing their scanning and 
indexing.  A great way to expedite 
document scanning is to setup a 
PO Box to collect your mail and we 
pick-up multiple times a day to 
make sure your business 
documents are accessible faster 
than if you relied on your own 
internal mail collection and 
distribution.sources
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Kern U.S.A.
3940 Gantz Road, Suite A
Grove City, Ohio 
43123-4845
www.kerncan.com
Tel. + 888.KERN.INC.
FAX + 614.491.9529
info@kerninc.com

The success of our customers is the 
most important part of our business. At 
Kern, we believe that we donʼt 
succeed unless our customers 
succeed. Fast systems, advanced 
technology, and outstanding technical 
support are the fundamental strengths 
of what we do. By establishing a 
mutually beneficial partnership, both 
our customers and Kern are able to 
achieve success and we back it up 
with a guarantee.

K2600  

The success of our customers is the most 
important part of our business.  At Kern, 
we believe that we don’t succeed unless 
our customers succeed.  Fast machines, 
advanced technology, and outstanding 
technical support are the fundamental 
strengths of what we do.  By establishing 
a mutually beneficial partnership, both 
our customers and Kern are able to 
achieve success and we back it up with a 
guarantee. 

Kern U.S.A. 
3940 Gantz Road, Suite A 
Grove City, OH 43123-4845 
www.kerncan.com 
Tel. + 888.KERN.INC 
Fax. + 1 614.491.9529 
info@kerninc.com 

Specifications 
 
Cycling speed (max):  16,000 
mail pieces per hour 
 
Input Channels:  1 or 2 
 
Enclosure Stations:  up to 12 
 
Envelope Dimensions:  any-
thing from C6 to B5 
 
Tolerance:  +/- 1/32”  3 9/16” x 6 
6/16” to 4 14/16” x 98/16” 
 
Packing Thickness (max):  
1/4”  (4mm) 
 
Transport Path Height:  63 cm 
above the floor 

Kern Continuous Forms Cutter SIGR/L with Integrated Grouping and 
Folding   Station 
 
This new integrated input module combines three functions in a compact unit:  it cuts, 
folds and collates documents. 
 
The module is designed to achieve maximum availability.  It is extremely simple to handle, 
and offers a great deal of flexibility when it comes to programming applications.   
 
When collating two pages per group, the new continuous forms cutter can process up to 
32,000 documents per hour; at three pages per group, a throughput of 36,000 sheets per 
hour is attainable.  This throughput volume is optimally pegged to that of the K2600. 
 
Kern’s new cutting, folding and grouping module can handle the whole gamut of           
applications for processing pin-fed or pin-less continuous forms printed one-up or two-up 
on rolls or fanfold stacks. 

Kern Single Sheet Feeder EFQR/L with       
Integrated Grouping and Folding Station 
 
This new integrated input module also combines three 
functions in a compact unit:  it separates, folds and    
collates documents. 
 
The single sheet feeder is extremely reliable, and it is 
simple to adjust.  When collating two pages per group, 
the module can process up to 32,000 documents per 
hour. 
 
Both input modules set new standards for reading    
capability.  All common types of code can be read    
anywhere on a document. 
 
The new folding unit allows for rapid application 
changeovers and offers novel features that serve to 
increase versatility and simplify adjustment procedures.  
The new unit is equipped with four folding pockets.  
The innovative folding unit is an integral part of both 
the new continuous forms cutter and the new single 
sheet feeder.   

“Your Kern product, when maintained un-
der a Kern Full Service Maintenance Agree-

ment, is guaranteed to provide a minimum 
of Ten Years of production grade output.  If 

we can’t fix it, we’ll replace it.  Period.” 

Philips Lumileds Lighting                            
Trade Compliance / VMI 
Implementation Manager
Failing a Customer Service audit can 

potentially result in the temporary shut-down of your Order Management 
operations (which include being able to accept and process customer 
purchase orders).   A critical element of an
audit is the ability to quickly provide the auditor the required documents related 
to orders to allow for review and verification of compliance within order 
management controls.  Being a startup company, with relatively low volume of 
transactions (at least when we started up), the job of maintaining records
was not too difficult.  However, in the past 11 years, our company has grown at 
an incredibly fast rate each year (we are one of the top two LED 
manufacturers in the world!), and the ability to maintain satisfactory and 
auditable order files became overwhelming.  Due to limited office space, we 
had boxes, and file cabinets stored in scattered locations within the building, 
not to mention the documents we had sent off to a warehouse for storage. 
Needless to say, audits became a nightmare, as the ability to organize 
volumes of documents to allow for quick retrieval became impossible. 

In comes Accu-Image.  We started off by having Accu-Image scan and store 
our order packet documents just for the current year.  This would allow for our 
internal monthly random audits to move more quickly and efficiently.  Well, we 
found the Accu-Image database so easy to use, (and fast!), we decided to
electronically archive all documents as required for the prior 5 years.  The 
Accu-Image database even has functionality to allow for access by an auditor 
to pull up the documents they require themselves (there are controls that can 
be set on the system to allow the auditor to just look at only the order numbers
they provide to us).  This feature now eliminates any time spent at all by our 
department in the search for audit documents!
 
The resource time saved (as audits are required, and are absolutely time 
consuming) far outweighs any costs related to Accu-Image services.  It would 
not surprise me if KPMG or other audit services soon require electronic data 
storage such as the services provided by Accu-Image as an actual audit 
control!
 
We love the services Accu-Image provides, the time they save us, and the 
professionalism and top-level support they provide. 
 

Kern EDGE Electronic Document 
Gateway for the Enterprise 

Let our customers tell you about   
the difference EDGE makes . . . 

www.kerncan.com/edge  
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